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logistic systems constitute one of the cornerstones in the design and control of production systems and the modelling of supply chains they
are key to a number of industries and courses teaching logistics systems planning and control are becoming more widespread introduction to
logistics systems planning and control is the first book to present the quantitative methods necessary for logistics systems management at
a level suitable for students of engineering computer science and management science it features introductory material on business logistics
and covers sales forecasting inventory management warehouse design and management and transport planning and control presents a
balanced treatment of quantitative methods for logistics systems planning organization and control each topic is illustrated with real
examples features a number of case studies that show how the methods can be applied to complex logistics problems each chapter features
an annotated bibliography of key references assumes only a basic knowledge of operations researc h supported by a website featuring
exercises and teaching material introduction to logistics systems planning and control provides an accessible self contained introduction
to the subject for researchers practitioners and students of logistics and supply chain management in both academia and industry the book
has been developed from courses taught to engineering computer science and management science undergraduate and graduate students a broad
general introduction to all essential aspects of logistics and supply chain management set within the wider business context the book uses
well developed pedagogy and numerous case studies guiding the reader through the subject by retaining a strong focus on the application of
theory and practical situations introduction to logistics systems management is the fully revised and enhanced version of the 2004 prize
winning textbook introduction to logistics systems planning and control used in universities around the world this textbook offers an
introduction to the methodological aspects of logistics systems management and is based on the rich experience of the authors in teaching
research and industrial consulting this new edition puts more emphasis on the organizational context in which logistics systems operate and
also covers several new models and techniques that have been developed over the past decade each topic is illustrated by a numerical
example so that the reader can check his or her understanding of each concept before moving on to the next one at the end of each chapter
case studies taken from the scientific literature are presented to illustrate the use of quantitative methods for solving complex logistics
decision problems an exhaustive set of exercises is also featured at the end of each chapter the book targets an academic as well as a
practitioner audience and is appropriate for advanced undergraduate and graduate courses in logistics and supply chain management and
should also serve as a methodological reference for practitioners in consulting as well as in industry despite its importance logistics
engineering often lags industry requirements especially in terms of engineering based needs filling the gap between education and practice this
brief but comprehensive volume covers the most basic material in the field of logistics engineering making is suitable for those who require an
overview of the topic the book discusses logistics from historical and economic perspectives covers the basic tools required for the study
and practice of logistics and reviews the metrics that can be used to evaluate progress it then delves into activities that commonly fill the
workdays of logisticians the book closes with an excellent chapter on logistics as an integrating systems function a broad general
introduction to all essential aspects of logistics and supply chain management set within the wider business context the book uses well
developed pedagogy and numerous case studies guiding the reader through the subject by retaining a strong focus on the application of
theory and practical situations introduction to logistics systems management the updated new edition of the award winning introductory
textbook on logistics system management introduction to logistics systems management provides an in depth introduction to the
methodological aspects of planning organization and control of logistics for organizations in the private public and non profit sectors
based on the authors extensive teaching research and industrial consulting experience this classic textbook is used in universities worldwide
to teach students the use of quantitative methods for solving complex logistics problems fully updated and revised the third edition places
increased emphasis on the complexity and flexibility required by modern logistics systems in this context the extensive use of data descriptive
analytics predictive models and optimization techniques will be invaluable to support the decisions and actions of logistics and supply
chain managers throughout the book brand new case studies and numerical examples illustrate how various methods can be used in industrial
and service logistics to reduce costs and improve service levels the book includes new models and techniques that have emerged over the
past decade describes methodologies for logistics decision making forecasting logistics system design procurement warehouse management and
freight transportation management includes end of chapter exercises microsoft excel files and python computer codes for each algorithm
covered includes access to a companion website with additional exercises links to video tutorials and supplementary teaching material to
facilitate creation of course material additional latex source data containing the formulae optimization models tables and algorithms
described in the book is available to instructors introduction to logistics systems management third edition remains an essential textbook
for senior undergraduate and graduate students in engineering computer science and management science courses it is also a highly useful
reference for academic researchers and industry practitioners alike introduction to global logistics offers a step by step guide to global
logistics covering the breadth of logistics this highly accessible text is illustrated by engaging case studies of market leaders in this
comprehensive second instalment of global logistics strategies john manners bell provides an in depth definition description and exploration of
the strategic principles and practices in transportation modes and supply chain verticals including freight forwarding contract logistics
shipping road freight air cargo and express the book also examines major sectors including automotive chemical pharmaceutical retail
consumer and high tech introduction to global logistics offers a detailed examination of key topics including how the logistics industry has
developed how it is influenced by macro economic factors and demand side trends what the risks are to the industry and how it will develop
over the coming years it examines important trends and developments that are shaping the industry including 3d printing megacities and post
harvest food losses online resources available chapter supporting lecturer slides looking at logistics is a fresh and exciting first look at
logistics and supply chain management that can easily be used as a textbook in the college community college and high school setting it is
written in an engaging fun and accessible style and every chapter includes revealing case studies the chapters of looking at logistics include
introducing the supply chain logistics its role in supply chain management the physical side of materials management inbound logistics
purchasing outbound logistics physical distribution management outbound logistics transportation information technology systems finance
in logistics and supply management logistics and the supply chain in the global environment customer service in the world of logistics the
human side of customer service and logistics in the 21st century a looking at logistics teaching pack is also available from the publisher
that includes powerpoint and keynote slides activities and games homework assignments test questions for each chapter and suggestions for
adapting the materials for online instruction with the looking at logistics teaching pack an entire semester of content is at your fingertips
few people come into logistics management with knowledge and experience of all aspects of the profession some may have worked their way up
from driving a vehicle but know little of warehouses others may find themselves taking responsibility for logistics as part of a wider remit
such as operations a practical guide to logistics aims to equip them with the necessary knowledge to move on to the next stage with simple
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non technical explanations of the options available and impartial advice on how to choose the right option for their business it is also an
excellent primer for students studying logistics for the first time on bsc or msc courses as well as practitioners on professional training
courses a practical guide to logistics is a straightforward guide taking readers through all aspects of this fascinating industry covering
packaging transportation warehousing and exporting and importing of goods there is a real need for this basic knowledge both for
practitioners starting out in the industry or more experienced practitioners who may have gaps in their knowledge the book examines each
aspect of logistics in turn and the text is supported by numerous illustrations few enter the logistics management industry with experience
in all aspects of the profession this book provides clear workable explanations and guidance on the fundamentals to achieve success a
practical guide to logistics is a straightforward guide taking readers through all aspects of the industry covering packaging
transportation warehousing and exporting and importing of goods this fully updated second edition features a new chapter on health and
safety in the field and coverage of the most recent developments impacting logistics including automation and electric vehicles it equips
readers with the necessary knowledge to progress in their careers and provides balanced advice on how to choose the right option for their
business a practical guide to logistics is an essential introduction for practitioners undergraduate and postgraduate students of logistics
unique introduction to distribution logistics that focuses on both quantitative modeling and practical business issues introduction to
distribution logistics presents a complete and balanced treatment of distribution logistics by covering both applications and the required
theoretical background therefore extending its reach to practitioners and students in a range of disciplines such as management engineering
mathematics and statistics the authors emphasize the variety and complexity of issues and sub problems surrounding distribution logistics
as well as the limitations and scope of applicability of the proposed quantitative tools throughout the book readers are provided with the
quantitative approaches needed to handle real life management problems and areas of study include supply chain management network design
and transportation demand forecasting inventory control in single and multi echelon systems incentives in the supply chain vehicle routing
complete with extensive appendices on probability and statistics as well as mathematical programming introduction to distribution
logistics is a valuable text for distribution logistics courses at both the advanced undergraduate and beginning graduate levels in a
variety of disciplines and prior knowledge of production planning is not assumed the book also serves as a useful reference for practitioners
in the fields of applied mathematics and statistics manufacturing engineering business management and operations research the book s related
site includes additional sections and numerical illustrations this book provides a comprehensive overview of how to strategically manage
the movement and storage of products or materials from any point in the manufacturing process to customer fulfillment topics covered
include important tools for strategic decision making transport packaging warehousing retailing customer services and future trends an
introduction to logistics provides practical applications discusses trends and new strategies in major parts of the logistic industry
logistics management is a comprehensive textbook designed to meet the requirements of postgraduate management students specializing in
operations or international business written in a student friendly style it describes the theory extensively and provides numerous figures and
exhibits showcasing managerial aspects of logistics management the book is divided into 4 parts part i introduction to logistics and
integration introduces the basic concepts of logistics its relevance and relation with supply chain management in both national and
international scenarios part ii logistics delivery and fulfilment covers unitization palletization and containerization along with various
forms of transport including surface marine and air this section also deals with material handling and role of ports in facilitating
international logistics following this part iii logistics documentation and processes includes chapters on role of customs in regulating
international trade insurance and processes of documentation related to domestic and international trade the concluding section part iv
logistics strategy and scm provides discussions on system planning warehousing inventory management and technology in logistics with the
inclusion of real life case studies in indian context and written in a simple manner this book will be useful for students and young
professionals logistic management is a vital part of any business operation this volume provides up to the minute information on all aspects
of strategic planning and business logistics the practical easy introduction to modern supply chain logistics management for every
professional and student covers core concepts planning operations integration collaboration network design and more shows how to
measure control and improve any supply chain includes practical advice for jumpstarting your own supply chain career this easy guide
introduces the modern field of supply chain and logistics management explains why it is central to business success shows how its pieces fit
together and presents best practices you can use wherever you work myerson explains key concepts tools and applications in clear simple
language with intuitive examples that make sense to any student or professional he covers the entire field from planning through operations
integration and collaboration through measurement control and improvement you ll find practical insights on hot button issues ranging
from sustainability to the lean agile supply chain myerson concludes by helping you anticipate key emerging trends so you can advance more
quickly in your own career trillions of dollars are spent every year on supply chains and logistics supply chain management is one of the
fastest growing areas of business and salaries are rising alongside demand now there s an easy practical introduction to the entire field a
source of reliable knowledge and best practices for students and professionals alike paul a myerson teaches you all you ll need to start
or move forward in your own supply chain career writing in plain english he covers all the planning and management tasks needed to
transform resources into finished products and services and deliver them efficiently to customers using practical examples myerson reviews
the integration collaboration and technology issues that are essential to success in today s complex supply chains you ll learn how to
measure your supply chain s performance make it more agile and sustainable and focus it on what matters most adding customer value
master nuts and bolts operational best practices improve procurement transportation warehousing ordering reverse logistics and more build
a better global supply chain manage new risks as you improve sustainability strengthen key linkages with your partners and customers get
supply chains right by getting collaboration right preview the future of supply chains and your supply chain career discover where the puck
is headed so you can get there first logistics and supply chain management continue to transform the competitive landscape and have become
one of today s key business issues this edition of logistics management and strategy continues to take a practical integrated and
international approach to logistics and includes the very latest research to reflect the innovative and exciting developments in this subject
area a clear framework guides the reader through the four parts of the book covering an introduction to logistics and its contribution to
competitiveness and value creation leveraging logistics operations within the con introduction to logistics reliability maintainability and
availability measures the measures of logistics and system support the system engineering process logistics and supportability analysis
logistics in system design and development logistics in the production construction phase logistics in the system utilization sustaining
support and retirement phases logistics management it is almost impossible to conceive of the concept and practical application of supply
chain management scm without linking it to the enabling power of today s information technologies building upon the foundations of the first
edition introduction to supply chain management technologies second edition details the software toolsets and suites driving integration in
the areas of customer management manufacturing procurement warehousing and logistics by investigating the breakthroughs brought about
by the emergence of new internet based technologies in information channel customer production sourcing and logistics management the
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author provides new insights into the continuously emerging field of scm new in the second edition new model of scm extended discussion of the
concepts of lean adaptive and demand driven supply chain technologies customer experience management and social networking fundamentals
of computing and their enabling power basics of today s erp supply chain business solutions integrative software tools that allow for new
levels of collaboration flexibility and performance the new edition expands on emerging technologies that have provided all forms of
enterprises with the capability to continuously automate cost redundancy and variation out of the process enhance information creation
and visibility and expand the peer to peer connectivity that allows people to network their tasks ideas and aspirations to produce a form of
collective open ended knowing collaborating and experiencing the information presented builds an understanding of how today s technology
driven scm provides new avenues to execute superlative customer winning value through the digital real time synchronization of productive
competencies products services and logistics delivery capabilities with the priorities of an increasingly global business environment logistics
principles practice is a general introduction to the subject this specialized field is fast moving fulfilling orders on time is of crucial
importance in the modern age of internet economy and just in time production besides dealing with the logistics of purchasing production and
distribution the book also examines common ground with marketing quality and production design this integrated approach ensures that
important topics such as e business crm process design e procurement enterprise resource planning and e logistics are given prominent coverage
this textbook can be used as core reading for all students of logistics and operations management the handbook of logistics and
distribution management provides an introduction to fundamental elements of modern logistics and distribution it explores all stages of the
supply chain from raw materials through to the final distribution of the finished product this handbook covers vital areas including
concepts of logistics and distribution planning for logistics procurement and inventory decisions warehousing and storage freight transport
and operational management the 5th edition of the handbook of logistics and distribution management has been radically updated to reflect
the latest advances in logistics and covers new topics studied on academic and professional courses there are brand new chapters on
humanitarian logistics multichannel fulfilment and reverse logistics as well as detailed discussion of the latest trends and issues that
confront logistics the handbook of logistics and distribution management is a practical handbook and an essential reference for logistics
and supply chain practitioners as well as students undertaking professional examinations and degrees in the field of logistics and supply
chain with rapid development of china s economy in the past decades there arises a great demand for a comprehensive report concerning the
state of logistics development in china yet to date only brief fragmented writings in english exist oc contemporary logistics in china an
introductionoco is the first systematic objective and authoritative publication based on the work of experienced researchers from the
logistics research center at nankai university this book contains both a panoramic overview of logistics developments in china to afford a
broad understanding as well as specific in depth analyses of various logistics sectors enterprises policies and current issues in china readers
will find this book a valuable reference of relevant and well founded information on logistics developments in china increasing legislative and
environmental pressure requires businesses to become more responsive to products that either have been returned or that are at the end of
their useful lives life cycles are getting shorter and efficient handling can save large amounts of money since many materials can be
extracted and reused or redistributed reverse lo global logistics and supply chain management is a comprehensive fully up to date
introduction to the subject addressing both practical and strategic perspectives this revised and updated fourth edition offers readers a
balanced and integrated presentation of logistics and supply chain management lscm concepts practices technologies and applications
contributions from experts in specific areas of lscm provide readers with real world insights on supply chain relationships transport
security inventory management supply chain designs the challenges inherent to globalization and international trade and more the text
examines how information materials products and services flow across the public and private sectors and around the world detailed case
studies highlight lscm practices and strategies in a wide range of contexts from humanitarian aid and pharmaceutical supply chains to semi
automated distribution centers and port and air cargo logistics examples of lscm in global corporations such as dell computer and jaguar
land rover highlight the role of new and emerging technologies this edition features new and expanded discussion of contemporary topics
including sustainability supply chain vulnerability and reverse logistics and places greater emphasis on operations management integration
of components associated with developing new products buying materials transforming them and shipping them to customers these are among
the topics explored in this book for business and engineering practitioners this book covers introduction about air cargo business and all
necessary procedures and documentations required for import and export of cargo by air this book briefly illustrates procedures for
handling dangerous goods by air basics of supply chain management and its significance in air transportation also highlighted from the indian
perspective this book will be useful and serve as a guide for the aspiring learners in the field of air cargo and logistics management physical
distribution is a distinct but integral part of business logistics involving all those activities relating to the physical movement of goods
from the factory to the consumer recently the concept has been expanded to supply chain management which enables better customer
relationship with smooth supply of goods this introductory text is focused on the essential concepts tools and strategies that comprise
distribution management it emphasizes the idea that distribution management is an effective marketing strategy and a potent competitive tool
defining the concept of physical distribution in the initial chapter the book then describes in detail the objectives functions and components of
all the activity centres of physical distribution in the indian context from a systems approach an exclusive chapter is devoted to
transportation functions highlighting the features of interstate movement of goods and the legal procedures related to them sufficient
coverage is also given to related topics such as distribution control performance evaluation and organization of physical distribution
besides the trade off concept the book with its wide coverage of topics should prove to be of immense value to undergraduate students in
business administration and business management the book titled introduction to reverse logistics authored by sanjivan saini delves into the
dynamic and increasingly pivotal realm of reverse logistics in today s interconnected and environmentally conscious world the process of
managing goods and materials flowing backward in the supply chain has gained paramount significance this comprehensive guide offers readers
a nuanced understanding of the principles practices and complexities that underpin reverse logistics the book commences with a lucid
exploration of the fundamental concepts of reverse logistics elucidating its significance and its pivotal role in sustainability efforts
delving into the need and principles of reverse logistics it delves into the intricate web of factors driving the resurgence of returned goods
remanufacturing recycling and more through systematic chapters the author adeptly navigates readers through the intricate landscape of
reverse logistics dissecting its multifaceted aspects these encompass the diverse circumstances necessitating reverse logistics the myriad
modes through which it is executed and the economic and ecological implications it holds the author leverages real world examples and case
studies to enrich the reader s understanding illustrating the practical applications of reverse logistics in diverse industries discussions on
optimizing freight expenses managing returns for recycling and the integration of reverse logistics within the broader logistics system provide
a well rounded perspective as the final chapters unfold the book explores the challenges and opportunities that reverse logistics presents
to businesses coupled with an in depth analysis of its impact on the economy the interplay between technology regulatory frameworks and
sustainability goals in the context of reverse logistics is thoughtfully examined underscoring its role in shaping the future of supply chain
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management sanjivan saini s introduction to reverse logistics offers a valuable resource for students practitioners and academicians seeking
a comprehensive overview of this evolving field with its insightful narratives and practical insights the book serves as a compass guiding
readers through the labyrinth of reverse logistics whilenurturing a keen awareness of its potential to transform modern supply chains
discover how sap s 4hana transforms your supply chain explore functionalities for sourcing and procurement production execution plant
maintenance sales order management transportation management warehouse management and more see how intelligent technologies elevate
your logistics operations with sap business technology platform and learn about complementary cloud solutions like sap ariba and sap ibp
this is your starting point for logistics with sap s 4hana in order to succeed today you must speak different languages this doesn t
necessarily mean chinese german or english rather it refers to the need to speak accounting finance marketing and operations this book is
written for the executive who is not a supply chain management professional but who wants to learn more about his or her supply chain we
will do this by diving into some best practices examples of how other companies have managed their supply chain and getting an overall
briefing on the state of the art in supply chain management today questions and topics will be brought up that will help you have an
informed discussion with the supply chain management professionals in your company as prior supply chain and manufacturing executives and
now educators we hope to share with you a mix of our professional and academic experience and knowledge that will provide you a
framework for understanding the placement of your supply chain within the global marketplace



Introduction to Logistics Systems Planning and Control

2004-03-05

logistic systems constitute one of the cornerstones in the design and control of production systems and the modelling of supply chains they
are key to a number of industries and courses teaching logistics systems planning and control are becoming more widespread introduction to
logistics systems planning and control is the first book to present the quantitative methods necessary for logistics systems management at
a level suitable for students of engineering computer science and management science it features introductory material on business logistics
and covers sales forecasting inventory management warehouse design and management and transport planning and control presents a
balanced treatment of quantitative methods for logistics systems planning organization and control each topic is illustrated with real
examples features a number of case studies that show how the methods can be applied to complex logistics problems each chapter features
an annotated bibliography of key references assumes only a basic knowledge of operations researc h supported by a website featuring
exercises and teaching material introduction to logistics systems planning and control provides an accessible self contained introduction
to the subject for researchers practitioners and students of logistics and supply chain management in both academia and industry the book
has been developed from courses taught to engineering computer science and management science undergraduate and graduate students

Introduction to Logistics Management

1986

a broad general introduction to all essential aspects of logistics and supply chain management set within the wider business context the
book uses well developed pedagogy and numerous case studies guiding the reader through the subject by retaining a strong focus on the
application of theory and practical situations

Supply Chain Management

2019-02-12

introduction to logistics systems management is the fully revised and enhanced version of the 2004 prize winning textbook introduction to
logistics systems planning and control used in universities around the world this textbook offers an introduction to the methodological
aspects of logistics systems management and is based on the rich experience of the authors in teaching research and industrial consulting this
new edition puts more emphasis on the organizational context in which logistics systems operate and also covers several new models and
techniques that have been developed over the past decade each topic is illustrated by a numerical example so that the reader can check his or
her understanding of each concept before moving on to the next one at the end of each chapter case studies taken from the scientific
literature are presented to illustrate the use of quantitative methods for solving complex logistics decision problems an exhaustive set of
exercises is also featured at the end of each chapter the book targets an academic as well as a practitioner audience and is appropriate for
advanced undergraduate and graduate courses in logistics and supply chain management and should also serve as a methodological
reference for practitioners in consulting as well as in industry

Introduction to Logistics Systems Management

2013-02-06

despite its importance logistics engineering often lags industry requirements especially in terms of engineering based needs filling the gap
between education and practice this brief but comprehensive volume covers the most basic material in the field of logistics engineering making
is suitable for those who require an overview of the topic the book discusses logistics from historical and economic perspectives covers the
basic tools required for the study and practice of logistics and reviews the metrics that can be used to evaluate progress it then delves
into activities that commonly fill the workdays of logisticians the book closes with an excellent chapter on logistics as an integrating
systems function

Looking at Logistics

2023-02-12

a broad general introduction to all essential aspects of logistics and supply chain management set within the wider business context the
book uses well developed pedagogy and numerous case studies guiding the reader through the subject by retaining a strong focus on the
application of theory and practical situations

Introduction to Logistics Engineering

2008-12-03

introduction to logistics systems management the updated new edition of the award winning introductory textbook on logistics system
management introduction to logistics systems management provides an in depth introduction to the methodological aspects of planning
organization and control of logistics for organizations in the private public and non profit sectors based on the authors extensive teaching



research and industrial consulting experience this classic textbook is used in universities worldwide to teach students the use of
quantitative methods for solving complex logistics problems fully updated and revised the third edition places increased emphasis on the
complexity and flexibility required by modern logistics systems in this context the extensive use of data descriptive analytics predictive
models and optimization techniques will be invaluable to support the decisions and actions of logistics and supply chain managers
throughout the book brand new case studies and numerical examples illustrate how various methods can be used in industrial and service
logistics to reduce costs and improve service levels the book includes new models and techniques that have emerged over the past decade
describes methodologies for logistics decision making forecasting logistics system design procurement warehouse management and freight
transportation management includes end of chapter exercises microsoft excel files and python computer codes for each algorithm covered
includes access to a companion website with additional exercises links to video tutorials and supplementary teaching material to facilitate
creation of course material additional latex source data containing the formulae optimization models tables and algorithms described in the
book is available to instructors introduction to logistics systems management third edition remains an essential textbook for senior
undergraduate and graduate students in engineering computer science and management science courses it is also a highly useful reference for
academic researchers and industry practitioners alike

Introduction to Logistics Management

1996-01-01

introduction to global logistics offers a step by step guide to global logistics covering the breadth of logistics this highly accessible
text is illustrated by engaging case studies of market leaders in this comprehensive second instalment of global logistics strategies john
manners bell provides an in depth definition description and exploration of the strategic principles and practices in transportation modes and
supply chain verticals including freight forwarding contract logistics shipping road freight air cargo and express the book also examines
major sectors including automotive chemical pharmaceutical retail consumer and high tech introduction to global logistics offers a
detailed examination of key topics including how the logistics industry has developed how it is influenced by macro economic factors and
demand side trends what the risks are to the industry and how it will develop over the coming years it examines important trends and
developments that are shaping the industry including 3d printing megacities and post harvest food losses online resources available chapter
supporting lecturer slides

Supply Chain Management

2008-12-30

looking at logistics is a fresh and exciting first look at logistics and supply chain management that can easily be used as a textbook in the
college community college and high school setting it is written in an engaging fun and accessible style and every chapter includes revealing
case studies the chapters of looking at logistics include introducing the supply chain logistics its role in supply chain management the
physical side of materials management inbound logistics purchasing outbound logistics physical distribution management outbound logistics
transportation information technology systems finance in logistics and supply management logistics and the supply chain in the global
environment customer service in the world of logistics the human side of customer service and logistics in the 21st century a looking at
logistics teaching pack is also available from the publisher that includes powerpoint and keynote slides activities and games homework
assignments test questions for each chapter and suggestions for adapting the materials for online instruction with the looking at logistics
teaching pack an entire semester of content is at your fingertips

Introduction to Logistics Management

2022-10-18

few people come into logistics management with knowledge and experience of all aspects of the profession some may have worked their way up
from driving a vehicle but know little of warehouses others may find themselves taking responsibility for logistics as part of a wider remit
such as operations a practical guide to logistics aims to equip them with the necessary knowledge to move on to the next stage with simple
non technical explanations of the options available and impartial advice on how to choose the right option for their business it is also an
excellent primer for students studying logistics for the first time on bsc or msc courses as well as practitioners on professional training
courses a practical guide to logistics is a straightforward guide taking readers through all aspects of this fascinating industry covering
packaging transportation warehousing and exporting and importing of goods there is a real need for this basic knowledge both for
practitioners starting out in the industry or more experienced practitioners who may have gaps in their knowledge the book examines each
aspect of logistics in turn and the text is supported by numerous illustrations

Introduction to Logistics Systems Management

2016-11-03

few enter the logistics management industry with experience in all aspects of the profession this book provides clear workable explanations
and guidance on the fundamentals to achieve success a practical guide to logistics is a straightforward guide taking readers through all
aspects of the industry covering packaging transportation warehousing and exporting and importing of goods this fully updated second
edition features a new chapter on health and safety in the field and coverage of the most recent developments impacting logistics including
automation and electric vehicles it equips readers with the necessary knowledge to progress in their careers and provides balanced advice on
how to choose the right option for their business a practical guide to logistics is an essential introduction for practitioners



undergraduate and postgraduate students of logistics

Introduction to Global Logistics

2013-12-01

unique introduction to distribution logistics that focuses on both quantitative modeling and practical business issues introduction to
distribution logistics presents a complete and balanced treatment of distribution logistics by covering both applications and the required
theoretical background therefore extending its reach to practitioners and students in a range of disciplines such as management engineering
mathematics and statistics the authors emphasize the variety and complexity of issues and sub problems surrounding distribution logistics
as well as the limitations and scope of applicability of the proposed quantitative tools throughout the book readers are provided with the
quantitative approaches needed to handle real life management problems and areas of study include supply chain management network design
and transportation demand forecasting inventory control in single and multi echelon systems incentives in the supply chain vehicle routing
complete with extensive appendices on probability and statistics as well as mathematical programming introduction to distribution
logistics is a valuable text for distribution logistics courses at both the advanced undergraduate and beginning graduate levels in a
variety of disciplines and prior knowledge of production planning is not assumed the book also serves as a useful reference for practitioners
in the fields of applied mathematics and statistics manufacturing engineering business management and operations research the book s related
site includes additional sections and numerical illustrations

Looking at Logistics

2019-07-03

this book provides a comprehensive overview of how to strategically manage the movement and storage of products or materials from any
point in the manufacturing process to customer fulfillment topics covered include important tools for strategic decision making transport
packaging warehousing retailing customer services and future trends an introduction to logistics provides practical applications discusses
trends and new strategies in major parts of the logistic industry

A Practical Guide to Logistics

2017

logistics management is a comprehensive textbook designed to meet the requirements of postgraduate management students specializing in
operations or international business written in a student friendly style it describes the theory extensively and provides numerous figures and
exhibits showcasing managerial aspects of logistics management the book is divided into 4 parts part i introduction to logistics and
integration introduces the basic concepts of logistics its relevance and relation with supply chain management in both national and
international scenarios part ii logistics delivery and fulfilment covers unitization palletization and containerization along with various
forms of transport including surface marine and air this section also deals with material handling and role of ports in facilitating
international logistics following this part iii logistics documentation and processes includes chapters on role of customs in regulating
international trade insurance and processes of documentation related to domestic and international trade the concluding section part iv
logistics strategy and scm provides discussions on system planning warehousing inventory management and technology in logistics with the
inclusion of real life case studies in indian context and written in a simple manner this book will be useful for students and young
professionals

Introduction to Logistics

2023-12-03

logistic management is a vital part of any business operation this volume provides up to the minute information on all aspects of strategic
planning and business logistics

A Practical Guide to Logistics

2007-07-27

the practical easy introduction to modern supply chain logistics management for every professional and student covers core concepts
planning operations integration collaboration network design and more shows how to measure control and improve any supply chain
includes practical advice for jumpstarting your own supply chain career this easy guide introduces the modern field of supply chain and
logistics management explains why it is central to business success shows how its pieces fit together and presents best practices you can
use wherever you work myerson explains key concepts tools and applications in clear simple language with intuitive examples that make
sense to any student or professional he covers the entire field from planning through operations integration and collaboration through
measurement control and improvement you ll find practical insights on hot button issues ranging from sustainability to the lean agile
supply chain myerson concludes by helping you anticipate key emerging trends so you can advance more quickly in your own career trillions
of dollars are spent every year on supply chains and logistics supply chain management is one of the fastest growing areas of business and
salaries are rising alongside demand now there s an easy practical introduction to the entire field a source of reliable knowledge and best
practices for students and professionals alike paul a myerson teaches you all you ll need to start or move forward in your own supply



chain career writing in plain english he covers all the planning and management tasks needed to transform resources into finished products and
services and deliver them efficiently to customers using practical examples myerson reviews the integration collaboration and technology
issues that are essential to success in today s complex supply chains you ll learn how to measure your supply chain s performance make it
more agile and sustainable and focus it on what matters most adding customer value master nuts and bolts operational best practices
improve procurement transportation warehousing ordering reverse logistics and more build a better global supply chain manage new risks as
you improve sustainability strengthen key linkages with your partners and customers get supply chains right by getting collaboration right
preview the future of supply chains and your supply chain career discover where the puck is headed so you can get there first

Introduction to Distribution Logistics

2011-05-25

logistics and supply chain management continue to transform the competitive landscape and have become one of today s key business issues
this edition of logistics management and strategy continues to take a practical integrated and international approach to logistics and
includes the very latest research to reflect the innovative and exciting developments in this subject area a clear framework guides the reader
through the four parts of the book covering an introduction to logistics and its contribution to competitiveness and value creation
leveraging logistics operations within the con

Logistics Operations and Management

2015

introduction to logistics reliability maintainability and availability measures the measures of logistics and system support the system
engineering process logistics and supportability analysis logistics in system design and development logistics in the production construction
phase logistics in the system utilization sustaining support and retirement phases logistics management

Logistics Management

2008

it is almost impossible to conceive of the concept and practical application of supply chain management scm without linking it to the
enabling power of today s information technologies building upon the foundations of the first edition introduction to supply chain
management technologies second edition details the software toolsets and suites driving integration in the areas of customer management
manufacturing procurement warehousing and logistics by investigating the breakthroughs brought about by the emergence of new internet
based technologies in information channel customer production sourcing and logistics management the author provides new insights into the
continuously emerging field of scm new in the second edition new model of scm extended discussion of the concepts of lean adaptive and demand
driven supply chain technologies customer experience management and social networking fundamentals of computing and their enabling power
basics of today s erp supply chain business solutions integrative software tools that allow for new levels of collaboration flexibility
and performance the new edition expands on emerging technologies that have provided all forms of enterprises with the capability to
continuously automate cost redundancy and variation out of the process enhance information creation and visibility and expand the peer to
peer connectivity that allows people to network their tasks ideas and aspirations to produce a form of collective open ended knowing
collaborating and experiencing the information presented builds an understanding of how today s technology driven scm provides new avenues
to execute superlative customer winning value through the digital real time synchronization of productive competencies products services
and logistics delivery capabilities with the priorities of an increasingly global business environment

Logistics Management and Strategy

2015-04-06

logistics principles practice is a general introduction to the subject this specialized field is fast moving fulfilling orders on time is of crucial
importance in the modern age of internet economy and just in time production besides dealing with the logistics of purchasing production and
distribution the book also examines common ground with marketing quality and production design this integrated approach ensures that
important topics such as e business crm process design e procurement enterprise resource planning and e logistics are given prominent coverage
this textbook can be used as core reading for all students of logistics and operations management

Supply Chain and Logistics Management Made Easy

1900

the handbook of logistics and distribution management provides an introduction to fundamental elements of modern logistics and distribution
it explores all stages of the supply chain from raw materials through to the final distribution of the finished product this handbook covers
vital areas including concepts of logistics and distribution planning for logistics procurement and inventory decisions warehousing and
storage freight transport and operational management the 5th edition of the handbook of logistics and distribution management has been
radically updated to reflect the latest advances in logistics and covers new topics studied on academic and professional courses there are
brand new chapters on humanitarian logistics multichannel fulfilment and reverse logistics as well as detailed discussion of the latest
trends and issues that confront logistics the handbook of logistics and distribution management is a practical handbook and an essential



reference for logistics and supply chain practitioners as well as students undertaking professional examinations and degrees in the field of
logistics and supply chain

Logistics Management and Strategy

2004

with rapid development of china s economy in the past decades there arises a great demand for a comprehensive report concerning the state of
logistics development in china yet to date only brief fragmented writings in english exist oc contemporary logistics in china an
introductionoco is the first systematic objective and authoritative publication based on the work of experienced researchers from the
logistics research center at nankai university this book contains both a panoramic overview of logistics developments in china to afford a
broad understanding as well as specific in depth analyses of various logistics sectors enterprises policies and current issues in china readers
will find this book a valuable reference of relevant and well founded information on logistics developments in china

Logistics Engineering and Management

2016-04-19

increasing legislative and environmental pressure requires businesses to become more responsive to products that either have been returned or
that are at the end of their useful lives life cycles are getting shorter and efficient handling can save large amounts of money since many
materials can be extracted and reused or redistributed reverse lo

Introduction to Supply Chain Management Technologies, Second Edition

2019-11-08

global logistics and supply chain management is a comprehensive fully up to date introduction to the subject addressing both practical and
strategic perspectives this revised and updated fourth edition offers readers a balanced and integrated presentation of logistics and supply
chain management lscm concepts practices technologies and applications contributions from experts in specific areas of lscm provide readers
with real world insights on supply chain relationships transport security inventory management supply chain designs the challenges inherent
to globalization and international trade and more the text examines how information materials products and services flow across the
public and private sectors and around the world detailed case studies highlight lscm practices and strategies in a wide range of contexts
from humanitarian aid and pharmaceutical supply chains to semi automated distribution centers and port and air cargo logistics examples of
lscm in global corporations such as dell computer and jaguar land rover highlight the role of new and emerging technologies this edition
features new and expanded discussion of contemporary topics including sustainability supply chain vulnerability and reverse logistics and
places greater emphasis on operations management

Logistics

2014-01-03

integration of components associated with developing new products buying materials transforming them and shipping them to customers these
are among the topics explored in this book for business and engineering practitioners

The Handbook of Logistics and Distribution Management

2012

this book covers introduction about air cargo business and all necessary procedures and documentations required for import and export of
cargo by air this book briefly illustrates procedures for handling dangerous goods by air basics of supply chain management and its
significance in air transportation also highlighted from the indian perspective this book will be useful and serve as a guide for the aspiring
learners in the field of air cargo and logistics management

Contemporary Logistics in China

2004-11-29

physical distribution is a distinct but integral part of business logistics involving all those activities relating to the physical movement of
goods from the factory to the consumer recently the concept has been expanded to supply chain management which enables better customer
relationship with smooth supply of goods this introductory text is focused on the essential concepts tools and strategies that comprise
distribution management it emphasizes the idea that distribution management is an effective marketing strategy and a potent competitive tool
defining the concept of physical distribution in the initial chapter the book then describes in detail the objectives functions and components of
all the activity centres of physical distribution in the indian context from a systems approach an exclusive chapter is devoted to
transportation functions highlighting the features of interstate movement of goods and the legal procedures related to them sufficient
coverage is also given to related topics such as distribution control performance evaluation and organization of physical distribution



besides the trade off concept the book with its wide coverage of topics should prove to be of immense value to undergraduate students in
business administration and business management

Introduction to Management of Reverse Logistics and Closed Loop Supply Chain Processes

2018

the book titled introduction to reverse logistics authored by sanjivan saini delves into the dynamic and increasingly pivotal realm of reverse
logistics in today s interconnected and environmentally conscious world the process of managing goods and materials flowing backward in
the supply chain has gained paramount significance this comprehensive guide offers readers a nuanced understanding of the principles practices
and complexities that underpin reverse logistics the book commences with a lucid exploration of the fundamental concepts of reverse
logistics elucidating its significance and its pivotal role in sustainability efforts delving into the need and principles of reverse logistics it
delves into the intricate web of factors driving the resurgence of returned goods remanufacturing recycling and more through systematic
chapters the author adeptly navigates readers through the intricate landscape of reverse logistics dissecting its multifaceted aspects
these encompass the diverse circumstances necessitating reverse logistics the myriad modes through which it is executed and the economic and
ecological implications it holds the author leverages real world examples and case studies to enrich the reader s understanding illustrating
the practical applications of reverse logistics in diverse industries discussions on optimizing freight expenses managing returns for recycling
and the integration of reverse logistics within the broader logistics system provide a well rounded perspective as the final chapters unfold
the book explores the challenges and opportunities that reverse logistics presents to businesses coupled with an in depth analysis of its
impact on the economy the interplay between technology regulatory frameworks and sustainability goals in the context of reverse
logistics is thoughtfully examined underscoring its role in shaping the future of supply chain management sanjivan saini s introduction to
reverse logistics offers a valuable resource for students practitioners and academicians seeking a comprehensive overview of this evolving
field with its insightful narratives and practical insights the book serves as a compass guiding readers through the labyrinth of reverse
logistics whilenurturing a keen awareness of its potential to transform modern supply chains

Introduction to Global Logistics

2020-12-07

discover how sap s 4hana transforms your supply chain explore functionalities for sourcing and procurement production execution plant
maintenance sales order management transportation management warehouse management and more see how intelligent technologies elevate
your logistics operations with sap business technology platform and learn about complementary cloud solutions like sap ariba and sap ibp
this is your starting point for logistics with sap s 4hana

Global Logistics and Supply Chain Management

1999

in order to succeed today you must speak different languages this doesn t necessarily mean chinese german or english rather it refers to the
need to speak accounting finance marketing and operations this book is written for the executive who is not a supply chain management
professional but who wants to learn more about his or her supply chain we will do this by diving into some best practices examples of how
other companies have managed their supply chain and getting an overall briefing on the state of the art in supply chain management today
questions and topics will be brought up that will help you have an informed discussion with the supply chain management professionals in
your company as prior supply chain and manufacturing executives and now educators we hope to share with you a mix of our professional
and academic experience and knowledge that will provide you a framework for understanding the placement of your supply chain within the
global marketplace

Introduction to Supply Chain Management

2020-11-12

Introduction to Air Cargo Management

2003-01-01

BASICS OF DISTRIBUTION MANAGEMENT

2011



Introduction to Reverse Logistics

2015

Introduction to Supply Chain Management Technologies, Second Edition

2022

Supply Chain and Logistics Management Made Easy

2017

Introduction to Supply Chain Management

2005

Logistics with SAP S/4HANA

2013

Introduction to Supply Chain Management Technologies, Second Edition : [Summary].

Introduction To Supply Chain Management

An Introduction to Supply Chain Management
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